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ABSTRACT 
This report is a contribution to a project in order to develop numerical 
software for time dependent partial differential equations. The method of 
lines applied to such equations yields large systems of ordinary differen-
tial equations. The eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix of such systems are 
spread out over a large interval of the negative axis or the imaginary axis. 
Four classes of stabilized Runge-Kutta methods are given for the numerical 
solution of such systems. These methods are compared with respect to their 
efficiency and accuracy by solving a number of test problems. 
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I • INTRODUCTION 
This paper is written as a contribution to a project of the Numerical 
Mathematics department of the MC to develop numerical software for time-
dependent partial differential equations. In our approach, we have divided 
this project into four parts. 
I. The automatic semi-discretization of the partial differential equation 
in order to reduce it to a system of ordinary differential equations 
(usually very large). 
II. Selection of numerical algorithms for the integration of the initial 
value problem for these systems. 
III. Providing the selected algorithms with automatic step size control, with 
a strategy for changing the order of accuracy, etc., and implementation 
in a ma.chine-independent programming language. 
IV. Development of an automatic package based on the software resulting from 
I and III, and testing it on a large number of initial-boundary value 
problems. 
We do realize that the development of reliable., robust and e.f.ficient 
software for partial differential equations is much more difficult than the 
development of software for ordinary differential equations. Therefore, we 
have concentrated on reliability and robustness, and within the small class 
of methods left we have tried to economize the methods as much as possible. 
Taking this point of departure, we are automatically led to a well-known 
solution technique: reduce the problem by semi-discretization (method of 
lines) to a set of ordinary differential equations and apply an ordinary 
differential equation solver. Since the method of lines, either based on 
difference methods or on finite elements, is widely applicable, and since 
very reliable and robust ordinary differential equation solvers are available, 
this approach satisfies our main requirements. However, the usually very 
large systeITts of ordinary differential equations require integration methods 
with large_stability regions which are necessarily implicit (for instance, 
2 
the Curtiss-Hirschfelder formulas [3] and implicit Runge-Kutta methods [I]), 
and therefore in many cases very expensive; in particular, when the system 
originates from two- or higher dimensional problems, it may be advantageous 
to use explicit integration methods with an extended stability region. In 
a series of papers ([5], [6], [7], [12], [2]) single-step and multistep 
Runge-Kutta type methods with relatively large negative or imaginary stabi-
lity intervals are presented. In our opinion, this type of methods could be 
an alternative when implicit methods break down, and should be embodied in a 
package based on the semi-discretization approach. 
This paper in which we analyse the various stabilized Runge-Kutta type 
methods available, is a contribution to part II of the project described a-
bove. In particular, we are interested in the mutual efficiency and accuracy 
of the algorithms when applied without step control and changing order mech-
anism. By means of 14 test problems we shall investigate four classes of 
formulas: single-step and three-step Runge-Kut ta methods, both for first order 
systems, single-step Nystrom-Runge-Kutta methods and generalized Runge-Kutta 
methods for second order systems. In sections 2, 3, 4 and 5 these methods 
are defined and the stability conditions are stated. In section6the numeri-
cal experiments are described and results are reported. Section 7 tries to 
answer the question which class of methods is for what class of problems the 
best one. Finally, in section 8 and the appendix, additional data is given 
about the methods and the test-problems, respectively. 
2. ONE-STEP RUNGE-KUTTA METHODS 
Large classes of initial-boundary value problems for partial differen-
tial equations can be approximated by an initial value problem for a system 
of ordinary differential equations of the form 
(2. I) 
by discretizing the space variables of the partial differential equation. 
In order to solve the initial value problem for the usually very large sys-
tem (2.1), we need an integration method with restricted storage requirements 
and with a relatively large stability region. In this section we define 
3 
three classes of stabilized Runge-Kutta methods with either a large negative 
or a large imagina:t'y stability interval (These adaptive Runge-Kutta formulas 
will be called ARK-formulas). The first two classes possess a relatively 
large negative interval of stability and are of first and second order, re-
spectively. These methods are suitable for systems originating from para-
bolic partial differential equations, that is systems where the Jacobian 
matrix af/a; has more or less negative eigenvalues o. The third class 
consists of second order formulas each of which has a relatively large 
imagina:t'Y interval of stability and is therefore appropriate for the inte-
gration of hyperbolic problems (af/ay imaginary eigenvalues o). All formulas 
require only a few arrays for storage. For a derivation of the formulas we 
refer to [8, p. 110]. 
2.1 The numerical scheme for semi-discretized parabolic initial value 
problems 
➔ 
Let yn denote the numerical solution at the point tn. Then we may de-
fine the first order scheme 
+(O) ➔ 
Yn+1 = Yn, 
(2.2) +(j) 
➔ ➔ +(j-1) 
j -Yn+1 = yn + A. h f ( t + A, 1 h , y 1 ) , = 1,2, ••• ,m-1, J n n J- n n+ 
➔ ➔ + h f(t +h +(m- 1)) 
Yn+1 = yn n n n'Yn+1 ' 
where h =t 1 - t . This scheme becomes second order accurate for A 1=~. n n+ n m-
The variational equation of scheme (2.2) is of the form 
➔ ➔ 
Y = R(z)y, n+1 n z =ho, n 
where R(z)::: Lj=Oejzj is the so-called stability polynomial, the coefficients 
of which are related to the parameters).. according to 
J 
(2.3) A • = 
J 
8 1 • m+ -J 
8 . m-J 
j = 1 , 2, ..• ,m-2; A m-1 
4 
As is well-known scheme (2.2) is called (strongly) stable when 
IR(h o)I ~ 1-E < I for all eigenvalues o of the Jacobian matrix af/ay. In 
n 
[8, p. 90] it was shown that the polynomial 
(2.4) 
where T denotes the Chebyshev polynomial of degree m and 
m 
(2.5) S(m) = m~ tanh [min(w0 +/w~ -1)], 
0 
assumes in the interval [-S(m), -S(m)(w0-l)/(w0+1)] values between ±(1-E) 
where E and w0 are related by 
(2.6) E = 
Generally, the scheme generated by this polynomial is first order ac-
curate. The polynomial R(l)is optional in the sense that for negative ei-
m 




permits a maximum integration step. 
In table 8.1 the coefficients S. of R(l)(z) are listed form= 
J m 
2 , 3 , . . • , I 2 and 
(2.8) I WO = I + --2 • 
20m 
This value of w0 makes c approximately a constant, for from (2.6) we deduce 
(2.6') E = I -T:1(w0) = I -[cosh {mtn(l+~+ ✓~(l+~)l)J-I 
' 20m 20m 20m 1 
= I - [cosh ( 1~ /io - 3~ + ..• )J-I 
800m 
- • 05 • 
Similarly, (2.5) yields for this value of w0 the stability boundary 
(2.4') B(m) 
2 
- 1.93m, 2 s m s 12 
Just as the polynomial R( 1)(z) generates a stabilized Runge-Kutta 
m 
formula of first order, polynomials R( 2)(z) are constructed generating 
m 
5 
stabilized formulas of second order. In [8, .. p. 94] the coefficients B. are 
J 
given for polynomials R( 2)(z), m=3,4, •.• ,12, with a damping factor 
m 
1-e = .95. In table 8.2 these coefficients are reproduced together with 




= 0.56m + 0.02m, 3 s ms 12 
Finally, we remark that we have not used values of m ~ 13 in order to avoid 
the danger of instabilities (cf.[8,p.109]). 
2.2 The numerical scheme for semi-discretized hyperbolic initial value 
problems 
When the eigenvalues o are imaginary one may use the following odd 
degree, weakly stable polynomials (cf.[8,p.99]). 
(2.10) I ( 2) (z) 
m 
m = 2k+I 
k= 1,2, ••• 
with the stability boundary 
(2. 11) B(m) = m - 1, 
Tk and Uk being the Chebyshev polynomials of first and second kind. The 
corresponding scheme (2.2) is second order accurate. It is also possible 
to use even degree, strongly stable polynomials. 
(2.12) 
2 
1 + z + s2z + ••• + m B z , m m = 2k+2, k= 1,2, ••• 
6 
with stability boundary 
(2.13) B (m) = m - 2. 
In order to determine the coefficients s. in (2.12) we define the polynomials 
J 
Ck+I (z) and Sk(z) by 
{Ck+l(z) 
d s4z 
2 (-1) k+ I B z k+I - B z + + + 
(2. 14) 2 m 
~ 2 (-l)kB zk Sk (z) - B z + s5z + + 3 m-1 
and prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM. The polynomials 
Ck+l(z) - (1-E z )T (1-2 z ) 
S~ k B~ 
1.mag 1.mag 
(2.14') 
S ( ) - I (I - z ) U (I 2 z ) 
k z - k 2 k-1 - 2 
8imag 8imag 
generate a polynomial i(l)(z) with optimal stability boundary 
m 
s. 1.mag 
( 2 ) j . (J-Ex) 2 = m- min 1 , 
Q:;;x:;;J -x 
m = 2k+2 
PROOF. From (2.14) and (2.14') it 1.s clear how to obtain the coefficients 
B. of i(l)(z). We now prove the optimality of S. 
J m 1.mag 
7 
. 2 8 2 I - y2 /82 ] 
+ sin [---](2k) 2 2 2 
(1-ey /8 ) 
. 2[ ] 8 2 I ] sin --- (-) -
2k M2 
2 
for jyj :s; 8 . h 2 min 




so :s; I - £ L if 0 < £ < I ' jyj :s; 8, 8 :s; 2kM m 82 
hence the optimal value of 8 is 8, = 8(m) = 2kM D imag 
A simple calculation yields 
8 (m) 
= Jm - 2 
L (m-2) 2le (I-£) 
It is interesting to consider the limit case e+O. In this case the degree 
~(I) 
of the polynomial Ck+l(z) is decreased by one, i.e., Im (z) has degree 
2k+I and we obtain in this way the weakly stable polynomials (2.10). Note 
that (2.12) generates a first order accurate scheme, whereas (2.10) generates 
a second order scheme. However, for£ close to zero the scheme is almost 
second order accurate. The coefficients 8,(e) of the stability polynomials 
i~1)(z) may be found in table 8.3. TakingJ e=O gives the coefficients of 
I( 2)(z). Again, for reasons of internal stability the value of mis restric-
m 
ted, in this case to m :s; 18. 
3. THREE-STEP RUNGE-KUTTA METHODS FOR SEMI-DISCRETIZED PARABOLIC INITIAL 
VALUE PROBLEMS 
The class of three-step Runge-Kutta formulas (in the sequel called 
M3RK formulas) may be represented as follows (see [12]): 
(3. I) +(O) = + Yn+l yn' 
8 
-► (j) ➔ ➔ + c.h f(t 1,y 1) Yn+I = (1-b.)y + b.y + J n J n-1 J n n- n-
(3. I) ➔ -+(j-1) I , ... ,m, 
cont'd + A . h f ( t +µ . I h , y I ) , J = J n n J- n n+ 
➔ d-+(m) ➔ 
Yn+l = Yn+I + (l-d)yn-2' 2 
s; m s; I 2, n = 2,3, ... 
In formula (3.1) y denotes the numerical solution at t=t , while 
n n 
h = t 1 - t . For the application of (3. I) the additional starting vectors n n+ n 
y1 and Yz must be given. For the numerical experiments discussed in this 
paper, y1 and Yz were computed using stabilized one-step formulas of cor-
responding order (see section 2.1). The degree m of the formulas varies 
between 2 and 12. In order to preserve internal stability, mis chosen 
lower or equal to 12 (see section 2.1). 
When applied to the test equation y' = oy, (3.1) yields the linear re-
currence relation 
(3.2) 
when S(z) = I:=o 
l. 
P (z) = I:=o 
i 
and z = h o. Thus the stability of s.z , p.z 
l. l. n 
(3. I) is governed by the parameter d, and by the coefficients s. and p. of 
l. l. 
the so-called stability polynomials S (z) and P(z), which are expressions in 
b., c. and A •• 
J J J 
In case of first and second order formulas, approximations to optimal 
stability polynomials, i.e. polynomials yielding a maximal real boundary of 
absolute stability, are known (see [II]). The coefficients of these poly-
nomials are listed in table 8. 4. The values of the parameter d are 




The corresponding stability boundaries are 
(3. 3) S(m) 
2 
= J5.15m, 




The corresponding absolute stability regions contain a long narrow strip 
around the negative axis. The extrema of the amplifications factors of 
(3.2) are bounded by about 0.9. For first and second order formulas it 1.s 
possible to express the integration parameters b., c. and A. into the coef-
J J J 







(I-½pO)(pl-2P2+2p3+2s3) - (½+!po) 
2 + p 1 - 2p 2 + 2p3 + 2s 3 
Am= 1 - ½Po - cm 
b. = O, 
J 
P1 -
b = m-1 A m 
c. = 
Pm+l-j 
J s m+l-j 
P2 
C = m-1 A , 
m 
s 
m+l-j A. = 
J s m-J 
A 
s2 
m-1 A m 
j = 1 , ... ,m-2 
C m 
J = I , ••• ,m-2 
J = 1 , ••• ,m-2 
The parametersµ. are defined by 
J 
2 
(3. 5) µ. = -b. + c. + A., 
J J J J 
J = I , ••• , m-1 
To conclude this section we compare the boundaries (3.3) with the 
corresponding boundaries of the one-step formulas. We then see that the 
three-step boundaries are approximately 2.7 and 3.0 times the one-step 
boundaries for first and second order, respectively. 
JO 
4. STABILIZED NYSTR5M-RUNGE-KUTTA METHODS FOR SEMI-DISCRETIZED HYPERBOLIC 
INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS 
Although any partial differential equation containing second time de-
rivatives can be transformed into two equations involving only first deri-
vatives with respect to the time variable, it may be advantageous to main-
tain the second order form and to apply a nUll).erical integration method to 
the system of second order equations resulting from the semi-discretization 
process. In particular, this is the case when the partial differential 
equation can be discretized in the form of a system without first derivatives, 
i.e. a system of the form 
(4. I) 
In this section we define a class of stabilized Nystrom-Runge-Kutta formulas 
with reduced storage requirements for the integration of the initial value 
problem for equation (4.1). These formulas are second order accurate and 
possess a relatively large negative interval of stability. Therefore, they 
are suitable integration formulas when the Jacobian matrix of the right-
hand side f has a negative eigenvalue spectrum. For the derivation of sta-
bilized Nystrom-Runge-Kutta formulas we refer to [6] and [7]. In this and 
subsequent sections we will also speak of SNRK-formulas. 
Let y and y' denote numerical approximations to the solution y and its 
n n 
derivative dy/dt at the point t . Then we may define the second order scheme 
n 
+(I) -+ +, 
Yn+I = Yn + µlhnyn' 
+(j) -+ h +, 2-+ (j-1) 
Yn+I = Yn + µj nyn + L h f (x +µ. I h , y I ) j = 2,3, •.• ,m-1 J n n J- n n+ 
(4. 2) +(m) -+ -+ 2 f +(m-1) 
Yn+I = Yn + lh y' + Ah (x +µ 1h ,y I ), 2 n n m n n m- n n+ 
-+ -+ -+ lh2 f(x +lh y(m)), 
Yn+I = yn + h y' + n n 2 n n 2 n' n+I 
+, -+ f (x + 1 h y (m) ) 
Yn+I = y' + h where again h = t - t . n n n 2 n' n+I ' n n+I n 
11 
Let the parametersµ. and A. be defined by the relations 
J J 
(4.3) 
0 1.+rr 1· 
µ . = ~ m+ - J m+ - J , 
J a 1·-1r m+ -J m+1-j 
j = 1 , 2, ••. ,m-1 
a -1r ·2 = m-j+2 m-J+ A, 
J a ·1-1r m-J + m...; j + 1 
j = 2, •.. ,m 




(4.5) [ z ][ z ]m-1 p ( z) = I - E (m) + dm) 1 - (m- I ) 2 f3 (m) I + 2 f3 (m) 
w0 , f3(m) and e(m) being defined as in section 2.1. Then it can be proved 
that scheme (4.2) is (strongly) stable when h satisfies the condition n 
(4. 6) 
for all (negative) eigenvalues o of the Jacobian matrix af/ay at the.point 
(t ,y ) . Moreover, the damping function is given by P(h2o). n n n 
Comparing (2.4) and (4.4) we see that we have 
(4. 7) S(z) 
and therefore 
(4.8) J = 1,2, ..• ,m. 
In our experiments we choose for f3, the values listed in table 8.1. 
J 
The coefficients rr. directly follow from the expansion 
J 
12 
(4.5 1 ) JI? (z) = 
We find 
(4.9) j ... 1,2, ••• ,m 
In order to be consistent with the parameters cr., one should use for i:: and 
J 
B(m) the same values as used for the calculation of the parameters B. oc-
J 
curring in (4.8). 
5. GENERALIZED RUNGE-KUTTA METHODS FOR SEMI-DISCRETIZED HYPERBOLIC 
INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS 
When the semi-discretization of a hyperbolic partial differential 
equation yields a system of ordinary differential equations 
(5. l) [
dtl ➔ ➔ ➔ 
dy - dt - + + - [g(t,u,v)] 
dt - di - F(t,y) - + + ' 
dt h(t,u) 
the application of a generalized Runge-Kut ta method may come into considera-
tion. These methods (sometimes called corrrposite Runge-Kutta methods and in 
the sequel denoted by CRK formulas) can be represented by (see [2]): 
+(O) ➔ 
Yn+l = yn 
j-1 r:j,r . +. +(1) +(1) +(j) ➔ OJ [!(tn +B,hn,un+I ,vn+J )] • (5.2) Yn+l = yn + h I n 1=0 B. I h(t +µ h uC1)) 
J1 n 1 n' n+l 
➔ +(r) 
Yn+I = Yn+l j = I , ... , r 
➔ 
Here, h = t 1-t and y denotes the numerical approximation to the solution 
+ n n+ n n 1;'1-1 1;'1-1 
y at the point tn: s1 = li=O SH and JJ 1 = li=O µli" 
When scheme (5.2) is applied to the test equation 
u' = cv, v' = -cu 
we obtain a recurrence relation which is determined by the matrix 
A (ih c) r n = 
[
p (ih c) 
r n 
Q (ih c) r n 
Q (ih c)] r n 
P (ih c) r n 
13 
after a suitable similarity transformation. The entries of this matrix, 
the polynomials Pr and Qr of degree r, have coefficients depending on Sji 
and µ j R, , j = I , • • • , r ; 2= 0 , ••• j - I • 
In [2] it was shown that for odd rand k=(r-1)/2 the polynomials 
I 2 z2 I 4 r 
P (z) =-((l+z+½z) Tk(l+-2)-1 --8 z] = p0 + p 1z+ ... +prz 
(5.3) 
r z 2k 
Q (z) = P (z) - I 
r r 
yield a matrix Ar(ihnc) whose eigenvalues are in modulus less than or equal 
to I if I h c I ~ r-1 . Thus, with these coefficients, scheme (5. 2) can be 
n 
called weakly stable for 
(5.4) h n 
r - I 
~ --,---,--
1 c I 
In [2] strongly stable schemes are constructed too. As these formulas are 
considerably less efficient, they are not included in this report. 
The relations between the coefficients of the polynomials p and Qr r 
and the parameters Sjt and )lj Q, are given by 
(I) (2) (k) 
pk+ qk = I )1 • I s. I 
j I 
r ,JI 
j2 3 132 jk 
(5.5) k = I , ••• r 
(I) (2) (k) 
p - q = I s . I )1. • I . k k 
j I 
r,J I 
j2 3 132 Jk 
For r=3 a particular solution to (5.5) and (5.3) is determined by 
(5. 6) = I , = l 2 , 
14 
and zero-values for the other parameters. As is easily verified by writing 
out the resulting scheme (5.2), minimal storage (at most I~ array of the 
length of y) and only a few (I or 2) right-hand side evaluations are re-
quired in this case. 
Still more efficient schemes are obtained for larger values of r by 
choosing 
µrl = , r - I 1 = o, ... ,r-1 
µ10 = r -
(5. 7) 
2 
µ2j+l,!l = r - 1 ' j = 1 , •.• , k-1 , 1 = 0, •.• , 2j 
13 2· fl= 
2 
r - I ' J, j = 1, ••• ,k, 1 = 0, •.• ,2j-1 
and the other parameters equal to zero. 
For these schemes, the matrices A (ih c) can be written as a product · r n 
of A3(ih 2c/(r-1)), so we now find as stability constraint lh cl ~ r-1 at n · n 
the cost of (r+1)/2 evaluations of g and (r-1)/2 evaluations of h. 
Although the generalized Runge-Kutta methods are developed for the 
wider class of equations (5.1), the schemes can be applied to second order 
equations, too, after rewriting in the first order form 
dy ➔ = z dt 
(5.8) 
d1 f (t,y). = dt 
For these equations the schemes (5.6) and (5.7) are of second order, pro-
• • ➔ ➔ 
vided that the function f does not depend on z. 
REMARK. When we apply the scheme determined by (5.7) to the system of equa-
tions (5.1), we obtain in general for different values of r a different 
algorithm. However, when we consider the equations (5.8), and apply the 
schemes (5.7) to them, we get almost the same computations for r=3 and h =h n 
as for r=2s+I and h =sh (confer table 6.2.2). These identities are invoked n 
)5 
because the function g does not depend on the argument~ for (5.8); thus 
➔ ( • ➔ ( r-1 ) ➔ ) • 
the last evaluation of g with argument vn+l = vn+l is exactly the same 
as the first evaluation of g (with argument "t~~~ =in+)) in the next Runge-
Kutta step. 
➔ 
REMARK. The number of function evaluations of f,m is given by the relation 
r+J m =-2-, so that the stability condition (5. 4) becomes 
(5. 4') h n 
2m - 2 ::;; 
I cl 
6. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
In this section we present numerical experiments with the four methods 
ARK, M3RK, SNRK and CRK for 7 parabolic and 7 hyperbolic problems. The 
problems chosen are of the form 
(6.0.1) E(u) = F(u) 
where Eis either the operator a/at (parabolic problems) or a2/at2 (hyper-
bolic problems). The operator F may be non-linear and contains differential 
operators with respect to tlie the space variable x. By semi-discretizing 
(6.0.J) with respect to x we obtain a system of ordinary differential equa-
tions which is either of the form 
(6.0.2) 
➔ 
dy - ➔ ➔ 
dt - f(t,y) or 
In order to reduce the programming effort we chose the right-hand side 1 
identical in the parabolic and hyperbolic test set. This is allowed since 
in both cases the eigenvalues o of the Jacobian matrix af/ay are assumed to 
be negative. In the following subsections the parabolic and hyperbolic case 
are simultaneously treated. The initial condition consists of a prescrip-
tion of y(O) in the first order case and the prescription of both y(O) and 
(dy/dt)(O) in the second order case. 
In the semi-discretization process the x-interval is replaced by 101 
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grid points for all problems. The space derivatives are replaced by central 
differences defined on these grid points. 
Since no exact solution of the resulting systems of ordinary differen-
tial equations was available we have computed a reference solution by means 
of a high order Runge-Kutta method with extreme small integration steps. 
In the tables of results we compare ARK and M3RK for parabolic problems 
and ARK, SNRK and CRK for hyperbolic problems. In the first case we distinguish 
between first and second order methods. In the second case only second 
order methods are tested. In order to apply ARK and CRK to the equation 
2➔ 2 ➔ ➔ 












Note that the spectral radius of the Jacobian matrix of this first order 
system is the square root of that of the original second order system. 
As already stated in the introduction, in this paper it is our purpose 
to compare the numerical integration formulas on which ARK, M3RK, SNRK and 
CRK are based and not such things as stepsize strategies, automatic order con-
trol etc. Therefore, we integrate all problems with a constant step length 
(in the near future we intend to test automatic versions of these methods). 
Having chosen the step length h, the degree m of the formula to be used (the 
number of right-hand side evaluations per integration step) has to satisfy the 
stability condition of the particular class of formulas, i.e. a condition of 
the form 
(6.0.3) ho :o; B(m). 
Here o denoteis the spectral radius of the Jacobian matrix af/ay. The reason 
why we choose. this strategy is that in automatic versions the degree of the 
formula is adjusted in the same way. In the various problems the value of o 
is computed a priori, for instance by Gerschgorin' s theorem. In nonlinear 
cases where o is a function of y, a safe upper bound is used for o ( in the 
automatic versions of the methods tested in this report, a strategy 1.s in-
cluded for the computation of o during the i&tegration process). Since this 
value may differ for the parabolic and hyperbolic case, we will indicate 
this value by op and oH, respectively. 
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In order to minimize the number of right-hand side evaluations we 
choose mas ~ow as possible but still satisfying (6.0.3). For convenience, 
we give these values of mas they can be derived from the stability bound-
aries (2.4'), (2.9), (2.11), (3.3), (4.6) and (5.4'). 
First order ARK for parab. eq. m = entier ( I + • 72✓hop) 
Second order ARK for parab. eq. m ~ entier (I +I. lS✓hop) 
Second order ARK for hyperb.eq. m = entier (2 + hrcr;-) 
First order M3RK for parab. eq. m = entier ( I + • 44✓hop) 
Second order M3RK for par ab. eq. m = entier (I + • 66✓hop) 
Second order SNRK for hyperb. eq. m= entier (I+ .Slh~ 
Second order CRK for hyperb.eq. m = entier (2 + ½hrcr;) 
Note that for integer values of hrcr; the value of m can be chosen one less. 
For each experiment two quantities are listed: The number of correct sig-
nificant digits sd of the least accurate component of the numerical solution 
at the endpoint of the integration interval, i.e. 
y. (te) 
d p.d .. { 101 It l. I} s = min - og -
i y. (te) 
1. 
and the number of right-hand side evaluations fe needed to reach the endpoint. 
6.1 Test problems 
In this subsection we specify the test problems. 
PROBLEM I. 
Initial-boundary value problem (simplified version of a problem given in 
[IO]). 
IO s inh (I Ou) , 0 ~ x ~ I, t ~ 0 
u(t,I) = I; u(O,x) = x; au 3t (O,x) = 0 
Semi-discretization on the points x. = j / I 00, j = I , 2, ••• , 99. 
J 
➔ 4 
+ yz) - IO fl (t,y) = IO [-2y 1 sinh (I Oy I) 
➔ 4 
+ Yj+I] -f. (t,y) = IO (yj-l - 2y. 10 sinh (IOy.), J J J 
j=2, .. 98 
➔ 
104(Y9s - 2y99 + I] - IO sinh (IOy99 ) lf99(t,y) = 
18 
Reference points: t = 2160/cr (parabolic case) p 
t = 160/~ (hyperbolic case). 
Reference solution: see appendix. 
➔ ➔ 
Spectrum of the Jacobia:n matrix of f(t,y) 
--op = -1.2 106 < o < 0 (parabolic case) 
-aH = -1.2 106 < o < 0 (hyperbolic case). 
PROBLEM II 
Initial-boundary value problem ([JO]) 
1 a au 
E(u) = x ax (x ax), 0 ~ x ~ I, t ~ 0 
u (t O) = O· 
X ' ' 
u(O,x) = 600; 
u (t,I) 
X 
au (O,x) = 0 
at 
Semi-discreti'.zation on the points x. = j/100, J = 0, ... ,100 
J 
f O ( t, y) = 10 4 [ -4 y O + 4 y I ] 
➔ 4[ I I ] fj ( t, y) = IO ( I - 2j) y j- I - 2y j + ( I + 2j) y j + I , j = I , ... 99 
➔ 4[ 4 fIOO(t,y) = IO I.99y99 - J.99y 100] + 3.46 10-7[6.25 10 JO-y100 J 
Reference points: t = 2160/a (parabolic case) 
p 
t = 160/~ (hyperbolic case). 
Reference solution: see appendix. 
Spectrum of the Jacobian matrix of f(t,y) 
-o = -a = -6 75 4 < o < 0. p H • IO 
PROBLEM III 
Initial-boundary value problem (simplified version of a problem given in 
[IO]). 
a au 2 
{
E(u) = ax (u ax) - u, 
u(t,0) = 50; u (t,1) = 1; 
X 
0 S XS 1, t ~ Q 
u(0,x) = 50 + x; au at (0,x) = 0 
Semi-discretization on the points x. = j/100, j = 1,2, ... ,100 
J 
+ [ 2 2] 2 f 1(t,y) = 5103 2500 - 2y1 + y2 - y 1 
2 2 ] 2 2y. + y. l - y., j = 2, . .. , 99 
J J+ J 
2Yioo + 0 •04Y100J - Yioo 
Reference points: t = 2160/o (parabolic case) p 
t = 160/~ (hyperbolic case). 
Reference solution: see appendix. 
Speatrum of the Jaaobian matrix of f(t,y) 
PROBLEM IV 
Initial-boundary value problem ([9, p. 80]) 
with 
a2u 2 au 
{
E(u) = - 2 + -- + G(t,x), ax X ax 
u (t,0) = 0; · u(t,1) ~-o; 
X 
Q S XS 1, 
2 u(0,x) = 1 - x; 
t ~ 0 
au at (0,x) = 0 
G(t,x) = exp(-t) { [6 + (1-.x2)it2 - (1-x2)] cos 1rxt -
- [ (1-x2)x + 4xt - 2t (1-x2) /x] 1r sin 1rxt} 
Semi-discretization on the points x. = j/100, j = 0, ••• ,99 
J 
f 0 (t,y) = 104[-6y0 + 6y1] + G(t,x0) 
+ 4[ I I ] f . ( t, y) = IO ( 1 - -. ) y . I - 2y . + ( I + .-) y. I + G ( t, x . ) , 
J J J- J J J+ J 
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+ 4[ I ] j = I , ••• 98 




t = 2160/cr (parabolic case) 
p 
t = 160/~ (hyperbolic case). 
see appendix. 
Spectrum of the Jacobian matrix of f(t,y) 
PROBLEM V 
Initial-boundary value problem ([9, p. 28]) 
2 a2u exp{-8(x-½) } --2 + G(t,x), 0 ~ x ~ I, 
ax au 
= u(t,I) = u(O,x) = at (O,x) = 0 
with 
t ;?: 0 
,. -tx[ 3 G(t,x) = x(l-x)vc e (2 -tx) sin 'ITXt + 'ITXt cos 'ITxt] -
- e-S(x-D\312e-tx{[t2x(l-x)(l--rr2) - 2(1+t-2tx)] sinTTxt+ 
+2'ITt[(I-2x) - tx(I-x)] cos 'ITXt} 
Semi-discreti'.zation on the points x. = j/100, J = 1, ... ,99 
J 
f 1 (t,y) = 104 exp{-8(x 1-½) 2}[-2y1 + y2] + G(t,x 1) 
fj(t,y) = 104 exp{-8(xj-½) 2}[yj-l - 2yj + yj+l] + G(t,xj), 
( -+ - 4 { I 2}[ j=2, .. 98 f 99 t,y) - IO exp -8(x99- 2 ) y98 - 2y99 ] + G(t,x99 ) 
Reference points: 
Reference solution: 
t = 2160/cr (parabolic case) 
p 
t = 160/vcr; (hyperbolic case). 
see appendix. 
Spectrum of the Jacobian matrix of f(t,y) 
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PROBLEM VI 
Initial-bounda:ry value problem (simplified version of problem given in [4]) 
:lu 
fE(u) = d(x,u) - 2 , t 2:: 0 ax 
lu(t,O) = O; u(t,I) = l; u(O,x) = x 2 ; ~~ (O,x) = 0 
with 
d (x' u) = [ I + 2x2 ]-1 
(x+u) 2 
Semi-discretization on the points x. = j/100, J = 1, ... ,99 
J 




= J04*d (x. , y.) [y. I - 2y. + y. I], 
J J J- J J+ 
Reference points: t = 2160/cr (parabolic case) 
p 
t = 160/~ (hyperbolic case). 
Reference solution: see appendix. 
➔ ➔ 
Spectrum of the Jacobian matrix of f(t,y) 
-cr = -cr = -4 4 < 6 < 0. 
p H I 0 
PROBLEM VII 
Initial-boundary value problem ([7]) 
J = 2, •.. , 98 
a2u I 2 
fE(u) = gh -- + - ;\ u + exp(!\t)w, 0:,; x :s; 105 =b, t 2:: 0 3 2 4 
lux(t,O) = u:(t,b) = u(O,x) = ~~ (O,x) = 0 
with 
and 
g = 9.81, ;\ = 25 -6 
IO ' 
h = 10[2 + cos(2 10 -5Tix)] 
-3 -~ 
w(t,x) = 10 sin(lO J'TTx) 
SIBUOTHEi:K MJ\TiiU //, :!SCH Cl.NTilUM 
AMST[RDAM 
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Semi-discretization on the points x. = jb/100, j = 0, ••• ,100 
J 





= l O gh . [y . l - 2y . 
J 3- J 
Reference points: t = 2160/op (parabolic case) 
t = 160/vcr; (hyperbolic case). 
Reference solution: see appendix. 
Spectrum of the Jacobian matrix of f(t,y) 
6.2 Numerical results 
We have integrated all problems with a constant stepsize ranging from 
216/ op to 6. 75/ op for the parabolic problems and from 16/ ✓cr; to 2/~ for 
the hyperbolic ones with the proper adjustment for the degree m. All cal-
culations have been performed on a CYBER 73-28 using 14 significant digits. 
The results for the parabolic problems are listed in table 6.2.1. Anasterisk 
indicates an unstable result. Because of the rather large number of data, 
we also present in figure 6.2.1 up to 6.2.6 accuracy (sd) versus computa-
tional effort (fe) diagrams in order to visualize the results more clearly. 
The following symbols correspond to the methods used 
□ ARK first order (p=I) 
0 M3RK first order (p=I) 
I::, ARK second order (p=2) 
+ M3RK second order (p=2) 
A diagram of the results of the problem P1 is omitted because there was a 
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lack of data due to instability. 
In table 6.2.2, the results for the hyperbolic case are given. The 
number of data points is rather small and moreover, the methods SNRK and 
CRK are innnediately comparable because of the same number of right-hand side 
evaluations fe. Therefore, diagrams of these results have been omitted. 
In the next subsection we will discui:;s the results and put some remarks on it. 
sd = number of correct significant digits 
Method m , hcrp fe pl p2 p3 P4 PS p6 p7 
A.JU{, 11 216 110 0.87 3. I 5 3.33 4.08 0.03 2. 17 0.16 
p=I 
8 108 160 I. 17 3.54 3.67 4.39 0.31 2.50 0.35 
6 54 240 I.SO 3.98 3.98 4.69 0.61 2.84 0.60 
4 27 320 1.85 4.35 4.28 4.99 0.90 3. 16 0.87 
3 13.5 480 2.19 4.67 4.57 5.28 I. 18 3.44 I. 15 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -
M3RK, 7 216 70 * 2.41 2.78 3.53 -0.41 1.65 0.03 
p=I 
5 108 100 0.39 2.93 3. I 0 3.82 -0.20 2.01 0. 11 
4 54 160 0. 73 3.48 3.41 4. 12 0.06 2.28 0.24 
3 27 240 I. I 3 J.81 3. 71 4.42 0.34 2.58 0.42 
2 13.5 320 1.54 4. I I 4.00 4. 71 0.63 2.88 0.65 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..... - -
ARK, 12 108 240 1.64 3.71 4.86 5.96 1.87 2.66 1.06 
p=2 
9 54 360 2.04 4.47 5.67 6.69 2.52 3.58 1.62 
6 27 480 * 5.63 6.68 7.37 3. I 6 5.03 2.20 
5 13.5 800 2.94 7. I 7 7.38 8.06 3.76 6.24 2.79 
4 6.75 1280 3.46 7.85 7.95 8.69 4.33 6.80 3.38 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
M3RK, 7 108 140 1.41 3.74 4.58 6.34 I. 36 2.74 0.44 
p=2 
5 54 200 I. 79 s. 13 5.43 7. I 2 I. 91 4.07 0.86 
4 27 320 2. I 9 5.97 6.05 7.82 2.48 5.08 1.37 
3 13.5 480 2.60 6.56 6.65 8.42 3.06 5.69 I. 93 
2 6.75 640 3.05 7. 15 7.23 9.01 3.63 6.30 2.50 
Table 6.2.1 
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FE 
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ad = IJ.umber of correct significant digits 
Method m bro; fe HI H2 H3 H4 HS H6 H7 
SNRK, 9 16 90 * 2.68 3.71 1.39 0.71 2.49 3.80 
p=2 5 8 100 * 3. 14 4.38 3.31 1.34 3.03 4.46 
3 4 120 * 3.53 4.51 3.86 1.99 4.09 4.91 
2 2 160 * 3.66 4. 72 4.36 2.70 4.29 5. I 8 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CRK, 9 16 90 -0.44 3.01 4.05 3.35 2.02 3.61 4.45 
p=2 5 8 100 -0.44 3.01 4.05 3.35 2.02 3.61 4.45 
3 4 120 -0.44 3.01 4.05 3.35 2.02 3.61 4.45 
2 2 160 -0.44 3.01 4.05 3.35 2.02 3.61 4.45 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ARK, 17 16 170 -1. 12 3.03 3.75 1.63 0.85 3.35 4.40 
p=2 
9 8 180 -1.27 2.89 3.76 2.35 1.56 3.55 4.20 
5 4 200 -1. 14 2.98 3.84 3.73 2.50 3.47 4.20 
3 2 240 -0.95 2.97 3.89 3.09 1.96 3.47 4. 18 
Table 6.2.2 
Second order tests for the hyperbolic problems 
6.3 Remarks 
Problem I. In the parabolic case, first order M3RK and second order ARK 
are unstable for m=7 and m=6 respectively. This problem is strongly non-
linear, because of the sinh-function appearing in the right-hand side. 
Within one integration step the Jacobian strongly varies; hence, it is al-
ways possible that the linear stability theory on which the methods are 
based does not hold. This may also explain the bad results obtained in the 
hyperbolic case. 
Problems 2 through 7. For the parabolic problems the methods all performed 
well. All diagrams give more or less the same picture. 
We remark that in a first order accurate scheme the global error is re-
duced by a factor 0.5 asymptotically when halving the stepsize. Hence, we 
28 
may expect 1.n our tables of results an increase of - 101og 0.5 = 0.3 for the 
number sd; for second order schemes this expected increase amounts 0.6. 
Indeed, table 6.2.1 shows for each method this (almost) constant difference 
between the numbers sd when halving the stepsize. This also indicates that 
the trunction error of those formulas is more or less independent of the de-
gree m. 
-
For the hyperbolic problems the rather poor performance of second order 
ARK, when halving the stepsize, is apparent. This is not due to its weak 
stability. In order to demonstrate this we have also solved problem 3 with 
schemes generated by the strongly stable polynomials (2.12) with E=0.05. 
The results are almost of the same accuracy (see table 6.3.1). 
Ai."'UZ, p=2 ARK, p"'2 
weakly stable strongly stable E=0.05 
hv'a; sd fe m sd fe m 
I 6 3.75 170 I 7 3.76 180 18 
8 3.76 180 9 3.76 200 IO 
4 3.84 200 5 3.83 240 6 
2 3.89 240 3 3.82 320 4 
Table 6. 3. 1 
Comparing weakly and strongly stable ARK 
Again it appears that the number of significant digits does not increase 
with a constant. The behaviour of ARK shown in tables 6.2.2 and 6.3.1 may 
be explained as follows: 
When a scheme with stability polynomial 
m 
+ s z ' m 
1.s applied to a linear differential equation, the local truncation error 
has the form 
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So, by inspecting the first coefficients of the stability polynomials (2.10) 
and (2.12) with £=0.05 we get an idea of the truncation error as a function 
of m. In table 6.3.2 the differences s2-½ and s3-1/6 are listed. 
Weakly stable strongly stable £ =O. 05 
m S2-½ s3-1/6 m s -1 2 2 s3-l/6 
3 0 64/768 4 3.2/256 64/768 
5 0 16/768 6 0.8/256 16/768 
9 0 4/768 10 0.2/256 4/768 
17 0 1 /768 18 0.05/256 1/768 
Table 6.3.2 
The differences s2-½ and s3-l/6 
It is striking that for these second order methods an increase of m (i.e. 
in our case doubling the stepsize) decreases the differences s2-½ and 
s3-I/6 with a factor 4. Hence we conclude that for hyperbolic problems 
second order ARK has a truncation error which strongly depends on m. One 
might ask whether the methods do converge for fixed m. This we have tested 
for m=9 (weakly stable) and m=lO (strongly stable). The results, listed in 
table 6.3.3, show that these methods do converge, and moreover that the 
strongly stable methods are almost second order accurate as mentioned in 
section 2.2. 
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ARK, p=2, m=9 ARK, p:::2, m=IO 
weakly stable strongly stable e:=0.05 
bro; sd fe sd fe 
8 3.76 180 3.76 200 
4 4.35 360 4.32 400 
2 4.97 720 4.88 800 
I 5.57 1440 5.41 1600 
Table 6.3.3 
Convergence of weakly and strongly stable ARK 
The method SNRK is more efficient than ARK because it takes advantage of 
the second order form of the system. 
As remarked at the end of section 5 the method CRK delivers the same 
accuracy whenever h /m-1 =constant. In our case this constant equals 2. n 
This suggests that by choosing h~=l60 and m=81 we get the same accuracy 
at the cost of 81 right-hand side evaluations. So it is most efficient to 
choose h~ equal to the whole integration interval with the proper value 
of m. Increasing the accuracy may be achieved by doubling the value of 
m-1. This we have tested for all problems (see table 6.3.4). 
m fe HI H2 H3 H4 HS H6 H7 
81 81 -0.44 3.01 4.05 3.35 2.02 3.61 4.45 
161 I 6 I 0.03 3.62 4. 71 3.95 2.62 4.22 5.03 
Table 6.3.4 
Most efficient value of m for CRK 
Comparing table 6.2.2 and 6.3.4 we conclude that at the cost of 160 function 
evaluations SNRK delivers the most accurate result. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
Once more we emphasize that our conclusions are based on the perfor-
mance of the methods used with a constant stepsize. In the case of 
parabolic systems the results justify the conclusion that on the basis of 
accuracy and computational effort second order M3RK is to be preferred to 
second order ARK, and also to first order MJRK and first order ARK. Be-
cause of the fact that the stability boundaries of second order M3RK are 
even larger that the boundaries of first order ARK, an important conclusion 
is that the, second order M3RK schemes are always to be preferred to the ARK 
sc-hemes. Thus, in spite of the fact that first order ARK does a better job 
than first order M3RK, the results clearly suggest a combination of the 
first and second order M3RK schemes. An implementation containing the M3RK 
schemes provided with steplength, error and order control is discussed in 
[ 13]. 
For hyperbolic problems not containing first time derivatives it 1.s 
our conclusion to use SNRK and CRK rather than ARK. Comparing the results 
from table 6.2.2 with table 6.3.4, CRK seems to be superior for low accuracy 
problems, whereas the results for high accuracies are almost identical (ex-
cept those for H4). As the SNRK-formulas were specially devised for the 
second orde:r hyperbolic equations tested in this report, this outcome may 
seem re;markable. However, the SNRK-formulas have been made strongly stable, 
at the cost of some efficiency, whereas the CRK schemes are weakly stable. 
Apparently, the strong stability property did not pay off in the short 
ranges of integration used in this report. When we had chosen large inte-
gration intervals, the SNRK-formulas presumably would have turned out to 
be superior. 
For second order hyperbolic problems containing first time derivatives 
or first order hyperbolic problems the CRK-formulas are preferred to the 
ARK-formulas because just like ARK, CRK can handle general hyperbolic systems. 
8. ADDITIONAL DATA 
In this section, tables with the coefficients of the stability poly-
nomials, as described in section 2 and 3 are listed. 
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Table 8.1 shows the coefficients B. and the stability boundary S(m) 
~(l) J 
'of the polynomials R (z) (see (2.4)) for m=2(1)12 and £=0.05. Since for 
m 
these polynomials s0=B 1=1 we have omitted these values. For the second 
~ (2) 
order polynomials Rm (z) we have s0=s 1=1, s2=0.5. The remaining 
coefficients are listed in table 8.2 together with the stability boundary 
B(m) for m=3(1)12 and £=0.05. Table 8.3 gives the coefficients (depending 
~ ( l) 
on£) of the polynomials I (z) (see (2.12)) for m=4(2)18. Taking £=0 
gives the coefficients of m I(2)(z) (see (2.10)). Finally, in table 8.4, 
m 
the coefficients of S(z) and P(z) from section 3 are listed. 


























BE'l'A[2] BE'I'A [ 3] BE'l'A[4] 
+l.2820512820617"-001 
+1.5209292726994"-001 +5.8052440085545"-~03 
+l.6046454425158"-001 +8.2716451387542"-003 +l.3341922092807h-~04 
+1.6434132212715"-001 +9.4897595258066"-003 +2.2395693086330~-004 
+l.6644773456389"-001 +1.0171773332039"-002 +2.8133982060361"-004 
+1.6771800786803"-001 +l.0589924474355"-002 +3.1882806452898"-004 
+l.6854253378190"-001 +1.0864106957532"-002 +3.4434494934635"-004 
+l.6910785773354"-001 +l.1053353190742"-002 +3.6238506226717"-004 
+1.6951224645193"-001 +l.1189352606116"-002 +3. 7556364956917"-k104 
+l.6981145686352"-001 +l.1290316477804"-002 +3.8546256629880"-004 
+1.7003903575641"-001 +l.1367301227315"-002 +3.9307627607548"-004 
BE'IA[6] BE;'fA [ 7] BE'IA[8] 
+l. 7171671788509''-008 
+3.7818777693508"-008 +1.1398676557772"-010 
+5.6596912265596"-008 +2.8131199532098"-010 +5. 6810883898329"-1)13 
+7.2306758439164"-008 +4.5638991289791"-010 +1.5536215824106"-812 
+b.5097856886020"-008 +6.1878099960337"-010 +2.7193189538714"-012 
+9.5450739256292"-008 +7.6182931221042"-010 +3.9062882416951"-012 
+l.0385461298861"-007 +8.8498679556826"-010 +5.0310926198520"-012 
81::TA[l0] BETA[ll] BETA[l2) 
+6.8429116974935"-018 
+2.2380308879804"-017 +l.7390513450627"-020 
+4.4989942182276"-017 +6.1549280112014"-020 +3.6840333830885"-023 












































































M BETA [ 10] BETA [ 11] BETA [ 12] 
10 +3.9628079917375"-014 
11 +1.2691525551095"-013 +2.4249736692668"-016 





















































5 I 13 *13
6 
6 I 13 *13
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32/3 32+48£ 16/3 32£ 
34 256+160E: 40 128+256E: 
416/5 ll20+400E: 848/5 1280+ l l 20E: 
518/3 3584+840E: 1600/3 6912+3584E: 
320 9408+1568E: 9696/7 26880+9408E: 
546 21504+2688£ 3144 84480+21504E: 
Table 8.3 











16384/7 8192+28672£ 4096/7 8192£ 









s *1316 13 *1318 
11 I 18 
212992+180224£ 17152 131072+212992£ 9216 32768+131072£ 2048 32768e: 
Table 8.3 (continued) 
The coefficients of i(l)(z) for m=l2(2)18 
m w VI 
36 
p 1 M = 2 p = 2 M = 2 
p 0 .54545454545454E+00 s 0 = .45454545454545E+00 p 0 • -.58064516129032E+00 s 0 = .15806451612903E+01 
p 1 = .32974222139503E+00 s 1 = .39753050587769E+00 p 1 ~ -.21559395174672E+00 s 1 .l5059165323919E+01 
p 2 .15874540963720E-01 s 2 - .19106034236683E-01 p 2 = -.30544696579492E-01 s 2 = .16978945451019E+00 
p 1 M = 3 p = 2 M = 3 
p 0 .54545454545454E+00 s 0 = .45454545454545E+00 p 0 = -.58064516129032E+00 s 0 = .15806451612903E+01 
p 1 .32957779372404E+00 s 1 = .39769493354868E+00 p 1 • -.19115223031554E+00 s 1 = .14814748109607E+01 
p 2 = .18807742712872E-01 s 2'• .22675100922608E-01 p 2 • -.29473834786102E-01 s 2 - .19316031414798E+00 
p 3 .26931406295668E-03 s 3 - .32438614977749E-03 p 3 • -.10066347258135E-02 s 3 = .62334163398843E-02 
p 1 M = 4 p = 2 M • 4 
p 0 .54545454545454E+00 s 0 = .45454545454545E+00 p 0 = -.58064516129032E+00 s 0 .15806451612903E+01 
p 1 .32959633626966E+00 s 1 = .39767639100306E+00 p l • -.18233307297138E+00 s 1 = .14726556536165E+01 
p 2 .19843848141588E-01 s 2 - .23921246939481E-01 p 2 = -.28236544473632E-01 s 2 = .20074218ll7966E+00 
p 3 .383705l6974646E-03 s 3 = .46221334545758E-03 p 3 = -.l2030039601232E-02 s 3 .86336976630508E-02 
p 4 = .23214008199836E-05 s 4 = .27945492539796E-05 p 4 • -.15208008334815E-04 s 4 - .11558084587197E-03 
p 1 M = 5 p = 2 M = 5 
p 0 = .54545454545454E+00 s 0 = .45454545454545E+00 p 0 = -.58064516129032E+00 s 0 = .15806451612903E+01 
p 1 = .32940480780399E+00 s l = .39786791946874E+00 p 1 = -.17833069941496E+00 s l = .l4686532800601E+01 
p 2 = .20289622974884E-01 s 2 = .24509754044867E-01 p 2 = -.28475246894827E-01 s 2 = .20498325715728E+00 
p 3 .43922728369494E-03 s 3 - .53071848010798E-03 p 3 = -.14606302030482E-02 s 3 = .99938118863291E-02 
p 4 .38881393659393E-05 s 4 = .47002589400275E-05 p 4 • -.29964111364600E-04 s 4 = .19922348036296E-03 
p 5 .12058633806519E-07 s 5 = .14585303356181E-07 p 5 • -.21343804115613E-06 s 5 = .13919201448922E-05 
p = 1 M = 6 p = 2 M = 6 
p 0 .5454545454545~E+00 s 0 = .45454545454545E+00 p 0 = -.58064516129032E+00 s 0 = .15806451612903E+0l 
p 1 = .32915730747582E+00 s l = .39811541979691E+00 p l = -.17610367098315E+00 s l • .14664262516283E+01 
p 2 .20529934599533E-01 s 2 = .24864589588956E-01 p 2 = -.28260676645090E-0l s 2 = .20699571533935E+00 
p 3 .47014565070180E-03 s 3 - .56998860293388E-03 p 3 • -.15322458810336E-02 s 3 • • 10680275405545E-01 
p 4 .48729959290595E-05 s 4 = .59138340603510E-05 p 4 a -.36586320114212E-04 s 4 - .24933405067263E-03 
p 5 .23293337843875E-07 s 5 - .28300608926316E-07 p 5 = -.39867529427935E-06 s 5 • • 26855039111666E-05 
p 6 = .41768893290961E-10 s 6 - .50812598486162E-10 p 6 = -.16226665135199E-08 s 6 = .10854850713601E-07 
p 1 M = 7 p = 2 M = 7 
p 0 = .54545454545454E+00 s 0 - .45454545454545E+00 p 0 • -.58064516129032E+00 s 0 = .15806451612903E+0l 
p l = .32940290556199E+00 s l • .39786982171073E+09 p l • -.17483390114911E+00 s l = .14651564817943E+01 
p 2 = .20695785946957E-01 s 2 = .25000002282553E-01 p 2 = -.27741186226246E-01 s 2 • .20774599475456E+00 
p 3 .48959305208277E-03 s 3 • .59148858437864E703 p 3 = -.14815956989918E-02 s 3 z .10971861052267E-01 
p 4 = .55250561672575E-05 s 4 - .66757562996758E-05 p 4 • -.36301045393729E-04 s 4 - .27524368830002E-03 
p 5 .32042572866540E-07 s 5 - .38720468964770E-07 p 5 • -.44685087550778E-06 s 5 - .35403656934423E-05 p 6 = .92217187087773E-10 s 6 - .lll44761163396E-89 p 6 • -.26875584507281E-08 s 6 • .22575321236761E-07 p 7 = .10431596770258E-12 s 7 = .l2608153728000E-12 p 7 = -.62831231083352E-ll s 7 = .56574487882585E-10 
p = 1 M = 8 p - 2 M • 8 
p 0 .54545454545454E+00 s 0 - .45454545454545E+90 p 0 • -.58064516129832E+00 s 0 - .15806451612903E+01 
p 1 .32904622047855E+00 s l • .39822650679417E+00 p l • -.17396071288671E+00 s l • .14642832935319£+01 
p 2 = .20769127247467E-0l s 2 - .25183525813803E-01 p 2 • -.28684134226593E-01 s 2 = .20956213101730E+00 
p 3 = .50144873108237E-03 s 3 - .68880314813113E-03 p 3 • -.17432495919146E-82 s 3 - .11509566107375E-01 
p 4 - .59S38312498493E-05 s 4 - .723584nlIT43ZBE-05 p ( - -.5084586Jlfg-Z!J!IJE-84 s 4 • .3l0979BBI63828E-03 
p 5 • .38413639404624E-07 s 5 - .46725317l80106E-87 p 5 - -.79137773126678E-06 s 5 - .45638986133382E-05 
p 6 = .137 351617 312'61E.-09 s 6 • .16719594503581E-B9 p 6 • -.67374753547729E-BB s 6 • .37079641130883E-07 
p 7 - .25579038177072E-12 s 7 - .31157527742621E-12 p 7 • -.29589252318632E-10 s 7 - .15682598958194E-09 
p 8 • .l9355325549260E-15 s B • .2359837848211BE-15 p 8 • -.52416294163517E-13 s 8 • .26933431835588E-12 
Table 8.4 The coefficients of P(z) and S(z) for m=2(1)8 
P = l M = 9 p = 2 M = 9 
P 0 = .54545454545454E+00 S 0 = .45454545454545E+00 P 0 = -.58064516129032E+00 S 0 = .15806451612903E+01 
Pl= .32902403825404E+00 S l = .39824868901869E+00 Pl= -.17339878373842E+00 S l = .14637213643836E+01 
P 2 = .20835887364795E-01 S 2 = .25265819897767E-01 P 2 = -.28044727272007E-01 S 2 = .20948465321101E+00 
P 3 = .51019371265378E-03 S 3 = .61910411544859E-03 P 3 = -.16253143S324S3E-02 S 3 = .11S36416747709E-01 
P 4 = .62671263848834E-0S S 4 = .76074711148850E-0S P 4 = -.4S81006S724231E-04 S 4 = .3178461487054BE-03 
H PS= .43273294211670E-07 S S = .S2S363441015S9E-07 PS= -.711S57880038S6E-06 S S = .49116720047009E-0S 
~ P 6 = .17S579S6622083E-09 S 6 = .21317642667S69E-09 P 6 = -.64049072748140E-08 S 6 = .44528196080481E-07 
& P 7 = .4152909993681SE-12 S 7 = .S042134S500406E-12 P 7 = -.332S93S591S939E-10 S 7 = .23S0S328331393E-09 ~ 
ro P 8 = .52977760638010E-1S S 8 = .64317688S39028E-1S P 8 = -.92392278190S22E-13 S 8 = .66870118493809E-12 
00 P 9 = .28162396623902E-18 S 9 = .34187163161474E-18 P 9 = -.1062S1479689S7E-1S S 9 = .7923943846638SE-15 
~ 
P = 1 M = 10 p = 2 M = 10 
H P 0 = .S4S4S4S4S4S454E+00 S 0 = .4S454S454S4S4SE+00 P 0 = -.S8064S16129032E+00 S 0 = .158064S1612903E+01 ~ 
ro P 1 = .32900701770S23E+00 S 1 = .39826S709567S0E+00 P 1 = -.17144173377009E+00 S 1 = .14617643144152E+01 
n P 2 = .20847709891773E-01 S 2 = .2S2878440916SSE-01 P 2 = -.2801S092938S18E-01 S 2 = .21141206884584E+00 
0 P 3 = .51474022625718E-03 S 3 = .6249442S734623E-03 P 3 = -.161S7222373633E-02 S 3 = .118050S6288024E-01 
ro P 4 = .646S54444S0446E-0S S 4 = .78S402969384S0E-0S P 4 = -.462277248290S7E-04 S 4 = .33440743994479E-03 
~ PS= .466946815S3S60E-07 S S = .S67431S14S6408E-07 PS= -.7S479222345S44E-06 S S = .S441423S293880E-05 ~ ~- P 6 = .20S4S752812528E-09 S 6 = .24973869169769E-09 P 6 = -.7489483S017S11E-08 S 6 = .53918086434111E-07 n P 7 = .5598S6836S0846E-12 S 7 = .68066S6716793SE-12 P 7 = -.4S9790S3535837E-10 S 7 = .3307S4S0191903E-09 ~-
ro P 8 = .92238940881933E-1S S 8 = .11216260688042E-14 P 8 = -.17060137796770E-12 S 8 = .122640S7386754E-ll 
~ P 9 = .84171480799272E-18 S 9 = .10236802978S33E-17 P 9 = -.350S6663086S97E-1S S 9 = .2S181064036724E-14 
IT Pl0 = .3265S76S072494E-21 S10 = .397206S7964S96E-21 Pl0 = -.30628886618191E-18 S10 = .21977616072810E-17 m 
0 
~ 
p = 1 M = 11 p = 2 M = 11 
~ 
........ P 0 = .54S4S45454S4S4E+00 S 0 = .4S4S4S4S4S4S45E+00 P 0 = -.S8064S16129032E+00 S 0 = .1S8064S1612903E+01 N 
'-' Pl= .32923047S18706E+00 S 1 = .3980422S208S67E+00 P 1 = -.17300284166294E+00 S 1 = .146332S4223081E+01 
~ P 2 = .2094210S5144S0E-01 S 2 = .2S3417080S8167E-01 P 2 = -.27328009024214E-01 S 2 = .20916387703869E+00 
~ P 3 = .S215S114179973E-03 S 3 = .631S1S0132S496E-03 P 3 = -.1S056021S4S0S1E-02 S 3 = .11S79454550239E-01 
~ P 4 = .66698403229501E-0S S 4 = .80807S546492S8E-0S P 4 = -.413674S3292114E-04 S 4 = .328S730S529008E-03 
~ P 5 = .49787290971999E-07 S S = .603S4664402269E-07 PS= -.6S884289780074E-06 S S = .S44S8388015784E-0S 
........ P 6 = .2317S109073032E-09 S 6 = .28111642092611E-09 P 6 = -.65S36146317341E-08 S 6 = .S6371977S19294E-07 
N P 7 = .69290153772379E-12 S 7 = .841063346386S7E-12 P 7 = -.4209102S159364E-10 S 7 = .37S4S083692440E-09 '-' P 8 = .133095849712S9E-14 S 8 = .16167280397671E-14 P 8 = -.17479977056317E-12 S 8 = .1609100S9S032SE-ll 
~ P 9 = .1S87615247671BE-17 S 9 = .19299941789907E-17 P 9 = -.4536840682099BE-15 S 9 = .42884398776166E-14 0 
~ Pl0 = .10702794409632E-20 S10 = .13021732956413E-20 Pl0 = -.66928703208412E-18 S10 = .6466S83268S414E-17 
~ 
Pll = .311S977964442BE-24 S11 = .379444S3664700E-24 Pll = -.428443111S5752E-21 S11 = .421484S7924105E-20 
~ 
........ - p = 1 M = 12 p = 2 M = 12 '-' - P 0 = .S454S4S45454S4E+00 S 0 = .4S4S4S454S4S4SE+00 P 0 = -.S8064S16129032E+00 S 0 = .1S8064S1612903E+01 N P 1 = .328888246229SSE+00 S 1 = .39838448l04318E+00 P 1 = -.17229366960984E+00 S 1 = .14626162S025S0E+01 
........ P 2 = .20930S640825S6E-01 S 2 = .2S41676249S946E-01 P 2 = -.28800272381S74E-01 S 2 = .21134S3124491SE+00 n P 3 = .52398048369937E-03 S 3 = .63697712076076E-03 P 3 = -.18S96174430420E-02 S 3 = .12108121568S54E-01 0 
~ P 4 = .6786S3189S1772E-0S S 4 = .825S1983S0822BE-0S P 4 = -.S9976978730906E-04 S 4 = .3S8941S374S4S0E-03 
IT P 5 = .S1892263386503E-07 S S = .63149729888770E-07 P 5 = -.11090S669453S9E-0S S S = .62664422624671E-0S - P 6 = .2S16076275079SE-09 S 6 = .306298S8708888E-09 P 6 = -.1274S935692238E-07 S 6 = .69193362616297E-07 ~ 
'-' P 7 = .8031934903S922E-12 S 7 = .97808681916440E-12 P 7 = -.9S1586946S7869E-10 S 7 = .S019S17926183SE-09 
P 8 = .1710S594S22426E-14 S 8 = .20836563130S96E-14 P 8 = -.4696940647697SE-12 S 8 = .242S3292036317E-ll w P 9 = .240632S8323S29E-17 S 9 = .29320679S74331E-17 P 9 = -.1S218064136S28E-14 S 9 = .7731036S461803E-14 
Pl0 = .214678889S77S9E-20 S10 = .26166497017204E-20 Pl0 = -.311309S2108S08E-17 S10 = .1S613921810S26E-16 ~ 
Pll = .11002739S69S40E-23 S11 = .1341S328284784E-23 Pll = -.36466961S32119E-20 S11 = .18102819S991SSE-19 
Pl2 = .24672233S576S7E-27 S12 = .30092796196223E-27 Pl2 = -.18644934368193E-23 S12 = .91776107476727E-23 
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APPENDIX 
Finally ·we give the reference solutions of the parabolic and hyperbolic 
problems I through 7 at the reference points. 
As already mentioned in section 6 we have computed the reference solu-
tions by means of a Runge-Kutta method with extremely small stepsize, i.e. 
by specifying a small error tolerance in the integration routine. In order 
to get an idea of the precision delivered a number of different tolerances 
has been specified. On the basis of our experiments we conjecture that the 
numbers in the: next table give a lower bound of the number of correct sig-
nificant digits in each component of the reference solution. 
problem arabolic hyperbolic 
7 4 
2 10 6 
3 10 8 
4 9 5 
5 7 7 
6 9 7 
7 10 7 
REFERENCE SOLU1ION OF PROBLEM l (PAhABOLIC) 



































































REFERENCE SOLUTION OF PROBLEM l (HYPERBOLIC) 





































































































































REFERENCE SOLUTION OF PROBLEM 2 (PARABOLIC) 





































































REFERENCE SOLUTION OF PROBLEM 2 (HYPERBOLIC) 







































































































































REFERENCE SOLUTION OF PROBLEM 3 (PARABOLIC) 




































































REFERENCE SOLUTION OF PROBLEM 3 (HYPERBOLIC) 






































































































































REFERENCE SOLUTION OF PROBLEM 4 (PARABOLIC) 




































































REFERENCE SOLUTION OF PROBLEM 4 (HYPERBOLIC) 






































































































































REFERENCE SOLUTION OF PROBLEM 5 (PARABOLIC) 



































































REFERENCE SOLUTION OF PROBLEM 5 (HYPERBOLIC) 





































































































































REFERENCE SOLUTION OF PROBLEM 6 (PARABOLIC) 



































































REFERENCE SOLUTION OF PROBLEM 6 (HYPERBOLIC) 





































































































































REFERENCE SOLUTION OF PROBLEM 7 (PARABOLIC) 











+3. 7772460366449"+011 , 
+4.0231224460738"+011 
























































REFERENCE SOLUTION OF PROBLEM 7 (HYPERBOLIC) 
NUMBER OF COMPONENTS= 101 
+6.8721752821010"+003 
+6.8886398979534"+003 
+6.9360014218621"+003 
+7.0114734865961"+003 
+7.1123744572678"+003 
+7.2360005125566"+003 
+7.3795440684724"+003 
+7.5399649245333"+003 
+7.7138121076856"+003 
+7.8970673243247"+003 
+8.0848647098958"+003 
+8.2712316296608"+003 
+8.4487622469712"+003 
+8.6083817444458"+003 
+8.7394352197073"+003 
+8.8320598715882"+003 
+8.6825590055822"+003 
+8.8898554644466"+003 
+8.8535685526734"+003 
+8.7749228390848"+003 
+8.6557813702118"+003 
+8.5044627651797"+003 
+8.3318020746371"+003 
+8.1474791364384"+003 
+7.9594301147776"+003 
+7.7740743213187"+003 
+7.5966038927458"+003 
+7.4313049764086"+003 
+7.2817788508~87"+003 
+7.1511921948252"+003 
+7.0424160466776"+003 
+6.9581669103647"+003 
+6.9011359395544"+003 
+6.8740521070119"+003 
+6.8740521070120"+003 
+6.9011359395546"+003 
+6.9581669103648"+003 
+7.0424160466778"+003 
+7.1511921948252"+003 
+7.2817788508888"+003 
+7.4313049764087"+003 
+7.5966038927458"+003 
+7.7740743213188"+003 
+7.9594301147776"+003 
+8.1474791364385"+003 
+8.3318020746371"+003 
+8.5044627651798"+003 
+8.6557813702118"+003 
+8.7749228390848"+003 
+8.8535685526734"+003 
+8.8898554644466"+003 
+8.8825590055820"+003 
+8.8320598715882"+003 
+8.7394352197071"+003 
+8.6083817444455"+003 
+8.4487622469711"+003 
+8.2712316296606"+003 
+8.0848647098956"+003 
+7.8970673243248"+003 
+7.7138121076856"+003 
+7.5399649245330"+003 
+7.3795440684724"+003 
+7.2360005125566"+003 
+7.1123744572677"+003 
+7.0114734865960"+003 
+6.9360014218620"+003 
+6.8886398979531"+003 
+6.8721752821007"+003 
+7.5283822217562"+010 
+9.7156068773767"+010 
+1.2830833751865"+011 
+1.6387795299929"+011 
+2.0106067086588"+011 
+2.3817030713289"+011 
+2.7413576485376"+011 
+3.0822926903076"+011 
+3.3991886228632"+011 
+3.6878869156946"+011 
+3.9449678665006"+011 
+4.1675382499160"+011 
+4.3531374117023"+011 
+4.4997099560331"+011 
+4.6056143566163"+011 
+4.6696480061332"+011 
+4.6910751670211"+011 
+4.6696480061332"+011 
+4.6056143566163"+011 
+4.4997099560331"+011 
+4.3531374117023"+011 
+4.1675382499159"+011 
+3.9449678665005"+011 
+3.6878869156945"+011 
+3.3991886228632"+011 
+3.0822926903076"+011 
+2.7413576485375"+011 
+2.3817030713289"+011 
+2.0106067086587"+011 
+1.6387795299929"+011 
+1.2830833751864"+011 
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